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Home security. These are 2 very powerful words. When someone says ‘home security’, we often
start frantically trying to remember if we locked the front door before we left for work, or that we really
do need to get that bolt on the back gate fixed. Why do we have this reaction – this sudden wave of
panic, even if we have done everything right? The answer is simple really. It’s because for a lot of
us, our home isn’t just a building – it represents everything we treasure and love, and everything we
want to keep safe.
You work hard every single day for most of your life in order to provide for yourself and your family.
Every day at work represents a step towards owning your home, to giving your children the toys
they want and putting food on the table. That’s why it’s so important to keep it safe, and away from
unwanted hands and prying eyes. The homeowner’s biggest fear is a burglary, but thankfully, this
can be easily prevented if you take some very simple measures.
Think carefully now, what measures have you got in place to keep your home, and the assets within
it safe? What stands in-between a burglar and unlimited access to your home? These might seem
like odd questions (after all – doors and locks are a pretty safe answer) but it’s surprising how many
people don’t think about the various ways in which a burglar can gain entry to their home. To help
you, we at The Locksmith Surgery will guide you through the basics of home security, and show you
how a few simple and inexpensive changes could drastically improve your security, and help you
sleep easier at night.
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Who Are The Locksmith Surgery?
At The Locksmith Surgery, our passion is your security. We are here to make sure you can always
get into your own home, office or building, and to advise you about keeping other people out. The
most common setting you will see a locksmith in is at a domestic front door, usually in the evening
when someone has lost their keys. You will also find us at the sites of break in’s repairing and
replacing old locks with new ones, at rental properties to issue new keys and on building sites to
offer advise about new fittings.
Given that it is our job to get you into places, it’s fair to say we now a little bit about security! We have
spent years learning about the various methods burglars use to gain entry to homes and external
buildings like sheds and garages, so that we can help you be one step ahead. We have tried and
tested hundreds of different lock systems and styles, and we understand how each one works
individually, as well as in conjunction with other systems. There are no better people to talk to about
keeping your home safe and secure. Managing Director Rick Freedman heads our organisation,
and it is his passion for security that drives our business. He is a specialist in Non-Destructive Entry
(or NDE) and knows his way around a lock. Our core values are experience, trust and value for
money, and we will always go the extra mile to ensure your premises is secure before we leave.
This paper is the culmination of many hundreds of hours experimenting, testing and researching
every key, lock and security system Rick could get his hands on. So without further ado, let’s talk
locks!
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The Different Styles Of Locks For Your Home

There are many different styles of locks and keys, and each one serves a very specific purpose. In
a lot of cases, the types of lock you have fitted in your home will affect your insurance premium, and
some might even entitle you to discounts. But more than that, each different type of lock offers a
different level or element of security, so you can chose your locks based on your needs.

Mortice Locks
A mortice lock covers any kind of lock, which is fitted into the
edge of the door, with just the outer edge visible. The most
common kind of lock for front and back doors, there are a
few different variants to choose from. The main mechanism
is fitted into a pocket within the door itself, with the locking
mechanism standing proud. Mortice locks are available in
deadlock and sashlock versions. Each of these locks uses a
deadlock bolt to secure the door when locked, but a sashlock
also includes a latch bolt attachment, which keeps the door
in the closed position. The latch bolt variation is preferable
here, as it keeps the door closed without needing to lock it,
so if you ever forget, the door will still stay closed. The fivelever mortice deadlock is the most popular lock and standard
in most homes. It’s always worth checking the type of lock you
have installed – as most insurance companies will offer you
discounted premiums for a five-lever mortice deadlock lock
that conforms to British Regulations BS 3621 because of the
added security they offer.
Mortice locks can also be supplied with horizontal locks,
sliding door locks and bathroom locks. Bathroom locks are a
much simpler mechanism, only requiring a turn of a latch from
the inside instead of a key, and often include an emergency
release on the outside for safety. For sliding doors, the
standard mortice lock is ineffective, and instead we use a
modified version that includes a hook and claw attachment to
keep the door secure and in place. This is often operated by a
lever as well as a key.
You likely already have a mortice lock fitted onto the outer
doors of your home. A standard lock offers moderate protection
against invasion and break-ins, while the upgraded variations
offer slightly more protection. These locks tend to work best
when combined with other security measures, such as external
deadbolts and security chains.
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Rim Locks
A rim lock is the universal term for any lock fitted to the side of
a door. These was the first style of lock invented, and is also
the most versatile and varied. Rim locks can be split down
into a further 3 categories: Nightlatches, Rim Deadlocks and
Rim Sashlocks.
Nightlatch locks use a large latch bolt to fasten doors, which
is drawn back by turning the knob handle. The bolt on these
locks is engaged automatically with the keep, so it can keep
the door in position. A simple Nightlatch is the most commonly
used. It has a deadlock bolt and knob, and also features a
snib. A snib (which is a small, round sliding catch) can be
used to used to further deadlock the bolt into either the locked
or unlocked position. This adds extra security when locked,
and keeps the door unlocked when you need it to, so you can
bring in the shopping in 2 trips without fumbling for keys or
leaving the door wide open.
A Deadlocking Nightlatch operates almost exactly the same
way, except it also features a key operated deadbolt, so the
door can be deadlocked from the outside for added security.
Third in the line is an Auto Deadlocking Nightlatch, which
includes all of the previous nightlatch options and adds a
third locking option. This is in the form of an extra deadlocking
pin just above or below the main bolt. When the door is
closed, the pin is depressed into the lock case, automatically
deadlocking the bolt. Each of these three models of locks
offers an increased level of security, and is perfect for outer
doors to your home. In fact, the simple nightlatch lock makes
an excellent companion to a mortice lock.
As well as these, there are 2 distant cousins of the simple
nightlatch lock. These are the nightlatch deadbolt and the
nightlatch rollerbolt. A Nightlatch Deadbolt uses a very solid
bolt to lock, and is operated by a key from the outside or
a handle from the inside of the door. Some of these bolts
have a catch system in place, so the bolt will stay withdrawn
until the door is shut, and close automatically. A Nightlatch
Rollerbolt utilises a spring-loaded deadbolt with a roller on
the leading edge of the bolt, which allows the door to be held
in the closed position without locking it. The door can then be
opened by a simple push, or by extending the roller bolt.
It’s important to note here that all of these styles of lock on their
own are considered very low security, and usually only found
on period homes as the sole locking mechanism. However,
if you wanted to add a little extra security onto your existing
locks, they are a safe bet.
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Lever Handle & Knob Locks
Lever handle and knob locks are often found on internal doors,
and never on external doors, mainly because they are easy
to break. With a knob lock, for example, the entire locking
mechanism is in the knob, and not in the door itself, so all
you would have to do is snap the knob off to gain entry. This
makes them good for internal use for privacy – like for home
office doors, but useless for any actual security purpose. Lever
handle locks are a bit more secure, and are usually used in
commercial settings or in the homes of the handicapped. This
is mainly because they are easier to use than knob locks, and
require a key and internal locking mechanism. However, there
is a technique known as ‘torqueing’, which is used to snap the
locks, but only by applying excessive force. Because of this, a
lot of modern lever handle locks have a ‘clutch’ function built
it, so that under excessive force they will simply turn, and
apply no pressure to the lock itself.
Furniture Locks
It’s not always about external security. Sometimes when we
have a collection of valuable things, we like to keep them on
display, or to hand, but still secure. This is where furniture
locks come in handy. This style of lock can be fitted to desks,
cabinets, drawers, sliding doors and much more. They come
in both bolt style and push button, each of which has it’s own
advantages. Bolt style locks have 2 sets of flat metal on either
side to secure the lock to the furniture, while a push button
lock pops out of the lock casing when unlocked, and needs
to be pushed back in to lock it. If you are looking to keep
precious possessions or sensitive information safe, keeping
them behind a furniture lock is advisable.
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Why Reading Your Insurance Documents Is Essential

This might seem like an odd section to include in a home security paper, given that it isn’t directly
about home security, but your security choices could be invalidating your insurance. While taking
out insurance on your home isn’t essential (though it is highly advisable), if you do have it then you
need to read the fine print carefully. We don’t say this lightly. We have seen far too many people who
thought they had a valid insurance claim for a house burglary under their insurance, but instead they
were refused. Why? Because of the fine print.
To give you a bit more of an idea – most people tend to take out home and contents insurance,
so that you are covered for accidents and damage to your home and possessions, as well as
burglaries. Most insurance companies will offer you replacements for your valuables and re-secure
your home – IF you have complied with their terms. Their terms are hidden in the fine print, and
can catch you out in some pretty nasty ways if you’re not careful. We’ve provided some of the most
common examples found in many mainstream insurance providers documents.
Leaving Windows Open
If you leave your windows open, or fail to lock windows that are fitted with locks, your insurance may
be rejected. It’s also included in many documents that the keys to lockable windows must not be left
in the windows, or this nullifies the insurance as well. As this is quite a common habit, we advise you
keep the keys to your windows in a jar or pot close by, and keep them out the windows.
Unforced Access
If it can be proven that a burglar didn’t use force to gain entry to your home, it is likely your insurance
provider won’t pay out your entire claim. Make sure you aren’t hiding a spare key outside your home,
as your insurance may be void if a burglar finds them and uses them to gain access to your home.
You should also make sure that any dog or cat flaps you may have are not big enough to permit a
person through, as this may also void any claims.
Incorrect Description Of Your Locks On The Policy
When you first take out your home insurance policy, you usually have to tell the insurance company
what locks you have fitted where. It’s essential you get this right, as they could reduce or refuse a
pay out if the locks in your home aren’t the same as the documents. You should also inform them
whenever you have the locks changed or upgraded, so the documents are up to date and valid.
Failure To Use A Burglar Alarm
You will also have to state on your documents whether your home is equipped with a burglar alarm.
If you have said yes to this, then you must make sure you use it. A burglar alarm is there to protect
your home, and should be activated any time you leave the house. Insurance companies will often
refuse to pay your claims if you do not use your alarm, as they can use the digital logs to prove its
usage.
Reporting Thefts To The Police
This seems like an obvious one, but is still surprisingly common for people not to report thefts to
the police. For a claim to be valid, you must report the theft to the police. They will give you a crime
number, which you must include on your claim application to avoid having it rejected entirely. So
even if it’s only 1 family heirloom that’s been taken, you should still report it to the police and get a
crime number as soon as possible.
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Failure To Secure Valuables In Your Garden
Not securing any valuables you keep in the garden, such as a lawnmower or a barbeque for example,
may result in a theft, and no insurance pay out for you. Check your policy to see which valuables
are covered, and make sure you keep all valuables in a shed or garage that is properly locked and
secured.
Providing Access To Tools Used To Break Into Your Home
Likewise, ensuring your tools (wrenches, hammers, ladders etc) are all secured is very important.
If a burglar has found your ladder and hammer, and used them to climb to an upstairs window and
break in, your insurance may be nullified, because you have provided them with the tools. So, keep
them in a locked shed or garage as well.
A Home Must Not Be Unoccupied For More Than 30 Days
Finally, any claim that is made after a home has been left unoccupied for more than a month might
be considered void as well. So if you are planning to go away for a long time, you should arrange to
have a friend or relative stay in your home for at least 1 night every 30 days to keep the insurance
valid. It’s important to remember to lock all doors and windows, remove the keys and set the burglar
alarm as well!
For a lot of people this is quite the eye opener, and keeping these important points hidden in the fine
print gives insurance companies some big loopholes to exploit when it comes to paying your claim.
So be smart about your security, and make sure you have read and comply with all of these ‘fine
print items’. This might mean getting some new locks fitted, having them checked or upgraded, but
should the worst happen, it’s worth it.
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Preventing Burglary The Smart Way – Basic Home Security Tips

So how can you prevent burglars from entering your home? Well, while no method is 100% fool
proof, there are several things you can do that will deter a potential burglar, or make it very difficult
for them to gain entry. Most burglars prefer an easy mark, and walk in through open doors and
windows, so presenting them with challenge is often enough of a deterrent. In this section we share
a few of our best home security tips to make your home safer and more secure.

Lock Up Your Home
This is perhaps the most basic tip, but one that quite a few people forget. Even if you are just going
up the road for milk, make sure you lock all your windows as doors. In a report from the Office
for National Statistics, they reveal that in 30% of all burglaries, the perpetrator has just walked in
through an open door or window. As we mentioned before, not only does this mean you are subject
to a break in, but also your insurance company won’t pay your claim either.
Change The Locks On A New Home
When you move into a new home – whether it’s rented or owned, the first thing you should do is
install a whole new set of locks. The purpose of this is simple – you don’t know how many keys
are out there to fit your locks. The previous occupants could have sets, have made copies or have
lost some and not bothered to change the locks. Ultimately, you don’t know who has keys to your
property, so it’s always worth changing them.
Install Deadbolt Locks On External Doors
Deadbolts are a great way of ensuring your security. A standard springlatch lock represents easy
pickings for a burglar who can open them using a process called ‘loiding’. Loiding is the method of
slipping a thin piece of plastic, oftena credit card through the gap in the door and depressing the
spring latch to open the door. A deadbolt lock defies this method, and is only really vulnerable when
it isn’t fitted correctly. In these cases, the lock is too loose, and there is enough space between the
door and it’s frame to allow the use of hacksaws or power tools.
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Invest In A Security System
A security system is an absolute must for basic home security. Invest in a good burglar alarm and
keep it maintained. If it’s temperamental and goes off randomly, get it fixed and let you neighbours
know when it’s been done. People are more likely to ignore an alarm that goes off periodically, and
the system becomes ineffective. Alongside your alarms, make sure you install security lights at all
entry points to your home, preferably the kind with infrared detection. Burglars don’t want to be seen
entering your home, so the more lit up it is, the better.
Conceal All Wiring
When you are having your security system installed, make sure the wires are concealed. The first
thing a burglar will do when they see an alarm system is try to find a way to shut it off. Wiring is an
easy target, and cutting the wires may disable your security system. Make sure they can’t access
the cables to do this. If this isn’t possible, make sure you have overlapping security lights, so they
can’t access one to cut off the system without activating the other light.
Don’t Leave Spare Keys Lying Around
While it might be tempting to leave a spare key under the mat or a rock for emergencies, this is a
very bad idea. They are often too easy to find, and act as an invitation to burglars. If they are used in
a break in, you will find your insurance company refusing to pay claims. So if you need to keep spare
keys outside, install a combination key safe (like estate agents use). If you must leave an accessible
key outside, put your keys in a film canister and bury it somewhere memorable.
Make Use Of Peepholes And Security Chains
We all know door-to-door salesman can be a bit annoying. But sometimes, they are doing something
far more sinister than selling you double-glazing. Sometimes, the stranger knocking on your door is
actually a potential burglar, who is trying to scout out your home as a target. If you have a peephole
– use it to check that you know the person knocking at your door. If you don’t know them, open the
door with the chain on so that they don’t get a full view of your home.
Install Locks On Windows & Sliding Doors (And Remove The Keys)
Sliding doors and windows are some of the easiest to remove externally, so you should take some
extra precautions. A safety lock that attached the door to the frame is a good bet, or a metal bar
placed along the runner will stop the door or window being forced open. Always remember to remove
the keys from your doors and windows for extra security.
Get A Safe
For very valuable small items, items of sentimental value or of significant importance (e.g. the deed
to your home) invest in a small, fireproof safe and keep these items inside, behind a lock and a code
panel. If it is practical, try and get the safe installed into the walls to prevent a burglar simply walking
away with the entire thing.
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Electronic Entry & Restricted Keys

In some situations, you may find yourself relying on an electronic entry system, or wondering if it is
the best option to secure your belongings. Electronic entry is particularly popular in blocks of flats,
as multiple occupants would need 2 sets of keys just to get into their homes. The issue of keyless
entry or electronic entry is still a little bit contentious, but both have their pros and cons.
For a start, a completely electronic entry
system means there is no need for keys.
Great for garages and sheds, as these are
often the keys that get forgotten in drawers
or lost. This can also be useful for flats and
houses – after all there is no chance of you
losing your keys if you don’t have them in
the first place. This is a growing trend in
America, as it helps parents find a solution
to giving their children keys, which can then
be lost. There is also the added advantage
of emergency access. If you are away and
suddenly realise you forgot to turn the iron
off, you can give the code to a friend so that
they can get in and turn it off.
However, it’s not always that simple. For
example, there are some security risks
involved in a code entry system. For
example, a code (especially the common 4
digit variety) is easy to learn. This is great
for you trying to remember the code, but it
means a burglar who is watching your home
could easily see you enter the code and
remember it. There are other methods of
working out a door code for the determined thief, for example checking the keypad for wear and tear
on certain numbers that have obviously been pressed more often than others. They can also use
talcum powder to show up the oily residue from your skin left on the keys. Not to mention that, on the
whole, keyless entry is a more expensive option to purchase, and replace if it goes wrong.
Overall, keyless entry is a great alternative to keys for garages, sheds, internal doors and the outer
entrances of blocks of flats. Beyond that, their use as a primary security and entry system for your
home is ill advised, and it’s always best that you combine them with another, manual use for entry
to make the most of them.
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A Few Parting Words

And there you have it – The Locksmith Surgery guide to home security. We’ve focussed a lot on the
basic residential side of things in this paper, because it’s often the simple things that are overlooked,
or simply not considered. But to keep your home, family and assets safe from intrusion, it’s important
to think from many angles. If you think there might be a gap in your home security, there is a simple
way to test it. Stand outside your house and plan to burgle yourself. Physically check all the avenues
through which a burglar could enter, and experiment with all the different methods they could use. If
you do find a gap, then it’s time to bring in the experts to help you fill it. At The Locksmith Surgery we
are always happy to come out and take a look at your locks and security (with no call out charges)
and advise you on the best way to secure your home and belongings from theft. We hope you have
enjoyed reading this paper, and if you have any questions about the things we’ve talked about,
please just get in touch!
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